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	We feel that many designers and architects lack an understanding of how to use Microsoft

	technology to build and implement large enterprise solutions. Far too often we have found

	architects shivering at the thought of building mission-critical systems based on this technology—

	not because they have tried and failed in their attempts, but because they simply do not

	have a good awareness of what tools are available. We want to change this.

	The idea for this book came up in 2002. We first thought about writing this as an internal

	document at Cap Gemini Ernst & Young. When doing research on the market, we discovered

	that very few books focused on the IT architect and system designer. Most books were directed

	toward the developer, and we wanted a book for a broader audience. Because we think many

	IT architects lack a thorough understanding of what they can actually achieve on aMicrosoft

	platform, we decided that we should extend the intended audience of our document outside

	Cap Gemini Ernst & Young and try publishing it as a book. Apress has always published great

	books, so we turned to them first. Gary Cornell became interested, and this book is the result.

	

	This book should be especially valuable for those architects, designers, and developers who

	are new to enterprise development in Microsoft environments; this includes both those used

	to designing and building smaller-sized applications for Microsoft Windows and those used to

	designing and building enterprise-class applications in other environments such as J2EE. It

	should also be a fine book for university classes, because it gives students such a good overview

	of the technologies many of them will live with once they’re out of the university. Joachim and

	Rickard have all the reason in the world to be proud of what they have achieved with this book.

	

	The target audience is primarily designers and IT architects, but we try to cover topics we feel

	are valuable for developers to have knowledge about as well. First, let us define these three

	categories. Different companies may have different definitions for these terms, so to avoid

	confusion we will specify what we mean here.
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Multidisciplinary Information Retrieval: Second Information Retrieval Facility Conference, IRFC 2011Springer, 2011

	IRFC 2011 received 19 high-quality submissions, of which 10 were accepted for
	presentation at the conference and appear here. Three of these fall into the
	natural language processing for IR area, one into the distributed computing
	area, while the remaining six are IR papers.


	The IRF Conference provides a multi-disciplinary,...
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Ultra-Wideband Communications: Fundamentals and Applications (Communications Engineering and Emerging Technologies)Prentice Hall, 2005
Ultra-wideband (UWB) radios are expected to play a revolutionary role in the future of wireless communications systems. The great interest in UWB communications was sparked by FCC rulings in February 2002 that authorized the unlicensed commercial deployment of UWB technology under a strict power control in 7500 MHz of spectrum. This...
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Simply Scheme: Introducing Computer ScienceMIT Press, 1994
An introductory-level text for students who are not majoring in computer  science as well as for computer science majors with no prior programming  experience, Simply Scheme teaches computer science from a  functional/symbolic point of view. It provides a solid platform from  which students can go on to study the seminal work Structure and...
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PET and PET/CT Study Guide: A Review for Passing the PET Specialty ExamSpringer, 2012

	The PET and PET/CT Study Guide presents a comprehensive review of nuclear medicine principles and concepts necessary for passing PET specialty board examinations. The practice questions and content are similar to those found on the Nuclear Medicine Technology Certification Board (NMTCB) exam, allowing test takers to maximize...
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Perinatal PsychopharmacologySpringer, 2019

	This book focuses on recent advances in research and practical recommendations regarding the use of psychotropic drugs during pregnancy and lactation, two important social and psychological life events for women. In addition to the social context, including the addition of a new family member, many women experience the occurrence or...
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Master Techniques in Orthopaedic Surgery: FracturesLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		American medicine remains in the midst of a profound and wrenching transformation. The government, Wall Street, third party payers, and patients have demanded improved medical care at lower cost. Better medicine (orthopaedics) occurs when doctors practice medicine consistently on the basis of the best scientific evidence...
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